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Abstract. Cytotoxic drugs administered in polychemotherapy cause a characteristic
neutropenic period depending on the schedule of the drugs, which can partly be prevented by
G-CSF growth factor support. To quantify these effects and to gain a deeper insight into the
dynamics of bone marrow recovery after such suppressing and stimulating disturbances, we
construct a biomathematical compartment model of human granulopoiesis under polychemotherapy with G-CSF support. The underlying assumptions and mathematical techniques
used to obtain the model are explained in detail. A large variety of biological and clinical
data as well as knowledge from a model of murine haematopoiesis are evaluated to construct
a physiological model for humans.
Particular emphasis is placed on estimating the influence of chemotherapeutic drugs on
the granulopoietic system. As a result, we present an innovative method to estimate the bone
marrow damage caused by cytotoxic drugs with respect to single identifiable cell stages only
on the basis of measured peripheral blood leukocyte dynamics. Conversely, our model can
be used in a planning phase of a clinical trial to estimate the haematotoxicity of regimens
based on new combinations of drugs already considered and with or without growth factor
support.

1. Introduction, Basics of the Model and Methods
1.1. Background and Motivation
It has been shown recently ([PTK1 et al.], [PTK2 et al.], [BLG et al.]), that doseand time-intensification of multicyclic polychemotherapy improves the therapeutic
outcome for lymphomas. For a better treatment effect, the application of chemotherapeutic drugs is repeated several times in fixed time distances. On the other hand,
leukopenia induced by the side effects of general cytotoxicity of drugs administered in polychemotherapy is a major limiting factor for such intensified regimen.
Therefore, the granulopoietic growth factor G-CSF (granulocyte colony-stimulating
factor) is often used to reduce the neutropenic period.
In order to design a chemotherapy regimen using new drugs or different drug
combinations, it is necessary to estimate the myelotoxic potential. One must predict, for example, if the dosage and time schedule of the regimen results in tolerable
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toxicity. One may also wish to determine conditions under which optimal G-CSF
application is obtained. To provide a quantitative basis for these objectives we
construct a mathematical model which simulates human granulopoiesis under chemotherapy with G-CSF support and may be used to obtain such predictions.
To better understand granulopoiesis under chemotherapy, we attempt to isolate
and quantify the rates of damage due to different cytotoxic drugs as a function of
the administered dose. The rates we obtained are derived by fitting the predictions
of our model to clinical data which record the time course of leukocytes under
several established chemotherapy regimens used in various multicenter trials of the
German lymphoma trial groups, in which a member of our group (M. Loeffler) is
involved.
Using these rates, one should obtain reliable predictions concerning the myelotoxicity of any given chemotherapy regimen based on the cytotoxic drugs considered.
In this paper particular emphasis is placed on the underlying mathematical
techniques of our modelling. Detailed clinical aspects are treated elsewhere [ESL].
1.2. Basic Model Structure
It is our major intention to construct a physiological model which can at least potentially be compared with still missing bone marrow data of humans under therapy.
Furthermore, parameters of the model should have a measurable biological equivalent as far as possible. Finally, the model should map major identified regulatory
mechanisms of granulopoiesis to provide a deeper insight into this complex biological process. To address these objectives, an ordinary differential equation model
seemed to us appropriate.
We build a physiological compartment model including the following cell stages
and cytokines which are involved in granulopoiesis.

Compartment Meaning
S
CG

stem cells
granulopoietic progenitor cells

P GB

proliferating granulopoietic
precursor cells
maturing granulopoietic
precursor cells
granulocytes
CG ∪ P GB ∪ MGB

MGB
GRA
G
E
G − CSF

Biological equivalent
CFU-GM (colony forming units of
granulocytes and macrophages)
myeloblasts (G1), promyelocytes (G2),
myelocytes (G3)
metamyelocytes (G4), banded (G5)
and segmented (G6) granulocytes
peripheral blood granulocytes
total granulopoetic cells
in bone marrow
total erythropoietic cells
in bone marrow
cytokine of granulopoiesis

G-CSF (granulocyte colonystimulating factor)
GM − CSF GM-CSF (granulocyte, macrophage ”
colony-stimulating factor)
CX
cytotoxic drugs
damage due to chemotherapy
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We are interested in the time dependent behaviour of cell numbers in single
compartments under the influence of chemotherapy and G-CSF administration.
Therefore, we model the fluxes between cell compartments, the amplification of
cell numbers within single compartments, the strength of regulatory influences
of cytokines and the damaging behaviour of chemotherapeutic drugs as well (see
figure 1). This leads to a system of coupled ordinary differential equations.
Based on a differential equation model of murine haematopoiesis which has
already been established by us with striking success in explaining various nonpathological and pathological phenomenon in murine haematopoiesis ([WL]), we
provide a similar model structure with a similar regulatory mechanism.
For the unperturbed situation of granulopoiesis we assume a steady state situation representing the fixed point of the differential equation system which is
autonomous in this case.
In general, our problem is an initial value problem, where the initial values are
so called normal values representing the steady state situation. Hence, these values
were calculated by the condition that cell numbers do not change in each cell stage
(see chapter 3). In the clinical sense this is equivalent to an unperturbed granulopoiesis in the patients at the beginning of therapy. Exceptions from this assumption
are discussed in section 4.3.2.
1.3. Basic Model Assumptions
We describe the most important assumptions and simplifications, leading to the
model equations:
1. Proliferation and maturation of granulopoietic cell stages are regulated by
growth factor mediated feedback loops (e.g. G-CSF, GM-CSF, compare
[SFL et al.]).

Fig. 1. Basic Model Structure.
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2. G-CSF increases proliferation, shortens maturation times and increases the
release of white blood cells from bone marrow to blood (e.g. [SFBW], [LBO
et al.]).
3. Proliferating precursor cells are summarized in one compartment (P GB =
G1 ∪ G2 ∪ G3).
4. Even though, erythropoiesis is not explicitly modeled, the indirect regulatoring
influence of erythropoiesis to granulopoiesis is considered via the assumption
of equal damaging and recovering behaviour of both cell lineages (see sections
2.2, 2.3).
5. Single applications of cytotoxic drugs induce an instantaneous depletion in
each cell stage of bone marrow, lasting one day, according to the fast metabolism of these substances ([BBB et al.], [BCMO], [Sin]). On the other hand,
toxic metabolites which could remain for a longer time, are neglected.
6. The bone marrow damage caused by chemotherapy is assumed to be reversible
(compare [LS]). As a consequence, parameter settings keep unchanged after
chemotherapy.
7. The damaging behaviour is assumed to follow a first order depletion of cells
according to mouse data in [LS]. We define the ratio of cell loss rate to compartment size as corresponding (constant) specific toxicity parameter k (unit
h−1 ).
8. Different cytotoxic drugs damage independently from each other.
Minor assumptions especially in the context of modelling certain chemotherapy
regimens are explained in the text.
1.4. Determination of Parameters
From the ethical point of view it is not possible to collect detailed bone marrow data
of human granulopoiesis. Due to these missing data, the determination of parameters in the human model is more difficult than for the mouse model. Values for
proliferation rates and transit times of different bone marrow cell stages are taken
from the literature, but some of them are only known up to a certain range. Furthermore, model parameters regarding sensitivity of certain regulatory mechanisms
(sensitivity parameters) of cytokines have no direct biological measurable equivalent. Finally, we want to apply the model to estimate single effects of cytotoxic drugs
administered in chemotherapy, hence, we need to quantify corresponding parameters. A stepwise fitting procedure will be established to determine such unknown
model parameters. Consequently, the model curve of peripheral blood granulocytes
GRA, which is assumed to be proportional to the number of leukocytes (see [ESL]),
is compared with clinical data of the time course of leukocytes of patients treated
with or without G-CSF or cytotoxic drugs. We start with data obtained from a
repeated administration of G-CSF to healthy volunteers. We continue with the data
of different chemotherapy regimens from low to high number of administered drugs
or drug combinations with or without G-CSF support, keeping already identified
parameters constant in the following fitting processes.
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The leukocyte data under chemotherapy were obtained from multicenter
trials of the German High Grade Non-Hodgkin’s-Lymphoma Study Group and the
German Hodgkin’s Lymphoma Study Group enclosing 2977 patients with 18565
evaluated cycles and 75598 single measurements. We consider 10 different chemotherapy protocols with up to 5 cytotoxic drugs in different application schedules
(see section 4.3.1).
The fitting procedure for the chemotherapy data is based on an optimization
function which represents the squared difference between the logarithms of the
normalized model curve (normal value is 7000 leukocytes per µl blood) and the
median of normalized clinical data to certain time points, weighted by the standard
error of median of the clinical data. In order to provide an optimal fit of the nadir
phase of leukocytes, we used logarithms of data instead of the original data. The
standard error at a single time point represents the certainty of the corresponding
data, therefore, our optimization function guarantees a better fit to data points with
higher certainty. From the mathematical point of view, one obtains the following
optimization problem. Let {ti } (i = 1, . . . , N) be the time points (here days) on
which leukocyte counts were collected. Let x̃i be the median of the available normalized measurements at the time ti , let σi be the standard error of the median
x̃i and f (t; k) be the solution of the model equation system for the granulocyte
compartment based on the parameter set k then the extremal value problem


N

x̃i
1 2
ln
σi
f (ti ; k)

→

minimize with respect to k!

i=1

has to be solved. In the following, the left hand side is referred to as the fitness
function.
Since there are only a few data points for the repeated administration of G-CSF
to healthy volunteers, we used another optimization function for the fitting of such
data (see section 4.1, 4.2). Here, the corresponding leukocyte and G-CSF serum
level data were fitted pointwise. Let (ti , xi ) (i = 1, . . . , N) be the time points ti
with the corresponding normalized measurements xi (either leukocyte counts or GCSF serum concentrations) and let f (t; k) be again the solution of the differential
equation system for the corresponding model compartment, we have to solve the
following extremal value problem
N

i=1


ln

2

xi
f (ti ; k)


→

minimize with respect to k!

To solve the problems, evolutionary strategies appeared to be the best method to
obtain a global optimum as good as possible. This non-deterministic optimization method is based on the principles of evolution which are mutation by chance,
reproduction, realization of phenotypes and survival of the fittest. For mathematical application, parameter settings were taken instead of livings, that is parental
parameter settings are changed by chance (mutation), combined to form new settings (reproduction) and used to solve the model equation system (realization). The
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parameter settings for which one obtains a good agreement between the model prediction and the data were taken to create the next generation of parameter settings
(survival of the fittest). The fitness function is a measure for this agreement. See
also [R], [Sch] for further details of evolutionary strategies.
Experimentally, we identified (1+5) and (1,5) evolutionary strategies with selfadapting mutation step size as best algorithms for our problem. Consequently, one
of these strategies had been used in most of our fitting procedures. According to [R],
(1+5) is an evolution with one possibly immortal parent having five children and
(1,5) means that the parent dies after reproduction and cannot produce any further
generation. Depending on the number of parameters which are fitted, we needed
between approximately 100 generations for 2 parameter fittings to a few thousand
generations for a maximum of a 22 parameter fitting to stabilize the evolution
algorithm.
Summarizing the above discussion, the following procedure for the determination of model parameters is used.
1. Most of the parameters were obtained from the literature, partly adopted from
an earlier model of human granulopoiesis (see [SFBW]) based on a collection
of measured granulopoietic quantities.
2. Some parameters, especially weighting factors and parameters related to stem
cell regulation, were adopted from the corresponding mouse model [WL].
3. In the case of available but uncertain values, the parameters were fitted within
the predicted range.
4. Parameters with no available data or without a direct biological meaning were
denoted “speculative”. These parameters were fitted or set in dependence on
the model sensitivity with respect to changes of this quantity. The number of
these parameters has been kept as small as possible, either by making simple
assumptions or by keeping corresponding regulatory mechanisms constant or
by equating related parameters (e.g. sensitivity parameters for transit time in
subcompartments of MGB, see appendix) to prevent over-fitting of data.
We provide a complete parameter list for our model in the appendix of this paper.
1.5. Simulation and Numerical Methods
Our model has been programmed with MATLAB 5.2.0.3084 and SIMULINK toolbox (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA). Simulations of the model were
performed by numerical integration of the equation system using the variable step
solver from Adams and Bashford implemented in the SIMULINK toolbox.
2. Regulatory Mechanisms of the Model
2.1. Overview over the most important state variables
The following table provides a list of the model state variables for a better understanding of the model equations.
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quantity

meaning

type/calculation

CX
CXnor

(normalized) content of compartment X
content of compartment X in steady state
(normal value)
content of compartments X relative
to normal value
influx in compartment X
normal influx
efflux from compartment X
normal efflux
proliferative fraction in cell compartment X

function of time t
parameter, in general we set
CX (0) = CXnor 1
CXrel (t) = CCXnor(t)

CXrel
CXin
CXin nor
CXout
CXout nor
aX

TXt
k
Y min

amplification in cell compartment X
amplification of influx (see section 2.5.)
amplification of efflux (see section 2.5.)
average number of mitoses
in cell compartment X
self-renewal probability of stem cells
endogenous production of cytokin X
exogenous donation of cytokin X
average duration of cell cycle
in compartment X
average transit time of active cells in cell
compartment X
total transit time
transition, degradation or toxicity coefficients
quantity Y under minimum stimulation

Y nor
Y int
Y max
bY

quantity Y in steady state
quantity Y under intensified stimulation
quantify Y under maximum stimulation
sensitivity of Y under stimulation

AX
Ain
X
Aout
X
nX
p
PXendo
PXexo
τX
TX

X

function of time
parameter, see above
function of time
parameter, see above
function of state, sometimes
constant
”
”
”
nX = ld AX
function of state
”
given function of time
function of time, sometimes
constant (not regulated)
TX = nX τX
TXt = nXaXτX
functions of time or parameter
parameter to determine the
regulatory function of Y
”
”
”
”

2.2. Self-Renewal Probability p
According to the stem cell model of [WL] this stem cell quantity is regulated by
the demand of the total haematopoietic bone marrow system.


rel
p = F CSrel (t) , CErel (t) , CG
(t) ; pδ , ϑE , ϑG
The parameters ϑE , ϑG and the later described quantity ϑS are hypothetical weighting factors representing the influence of the corresponding compartment ([WL],
As already mentioned, we assume that at t = 0 we have normal system values which are
considered to be constant (steady state). Later, this provides formulas for the initial values.
If one wants to start from a perturbed system, these formulas and initial values have to be
modified.
1
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p. 62). Further, it is assumed that pδ = pnor − p min = pmax − p nor , according to
[WL].
 2
for CSrel ≤ 1
rel (t)0.6
C
S
ϑS (t) =
2
for CSrel > 1



p = pδ tanh − ϑS (t) CSrel (t) − 1




rel
−ϑE CErel (t) − 1 − ϑG CG
(t) − 1 + 0.5
(1)
Thereby, the last equation describes a regulatory function, regulating the quantity
p monotonically between p min and p max .
According to our simplification 4 (see section 1.3), we do not calculate the
function CErel (t) explicitly to avoid the inclusion of a human erythropoiesis model
rel (t) which recognizes
with further speculative parameteres. We set CErel (t) = CG
the changing influence of erythropoiesis to granulopoiesis due to chemotherapeutic
bone marrow damage of erythropoietic cell stages. Hence, the last equation can be
simplified:





rel
p = pδ tanh −ϑS (t) CSrel (t) − 1 − (ϑE + ϑG ) CG
(t) − 1 + 0.5 (2)
2.3. Proliferative Fraction aX
This quantity occuring in different proliferative compartments is regulated by the
complete haematopoietic system as well. It can be interpreted biologically as the
fraction of cells of the corresponding stage which are currently in cell cycle.


rel
min
nor
int
max
aX = F CSrel (t) , CErel (t) , CG
, aX
, aX
, aX
, ωS , ωE , ωG
(t) ; aX
The parameters ω are weighting factors analogous to 2.2.
rel
x = ωE ln CErel (t) + ωG ln CG
(t)

rel
for CSrel ≤ 1
ln CS (t)
+ωs ·
CSrel (t) − 1 for CSrel > 1



 
int − a max
nor − a max
aX
aX
1
X
X
y=−
− ln
x
ln
min − a int
min − a nor
2 ln 2
aX
aX
X
X


nor − a max
aX
1
X
+ ln
min − a nor
2
aX
X
 max −y min y
aX e +aX e
min < a nor < a int < a max
for aX
X
X
X
e−y +ey
.
aX =
nor
min = a nor = a int = a max
aX
for aX
X
X
X

(3)

(4)

(5)

This regulation has also been taken from [WL], p. 65. It is a monotone function
min and a max . Hereby, low cell numbers in compartwith range domain between aX
X
ments cause a higher demand of proliferating cells and therefore an increase of aX .
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Thereby, the value of y defines the actual point on the regulatory curve. The variable
x represents some kind of weighted logarithmic relative system size. In this context,
the proliferative fraction a int corresponds to x = − ln 2 and a nor corresponds to
x = 0.
2.4. Z-Function
The Z-function is an additional regulatory function which monotonically regulates
a quantity (here amplification or transit time) between the maximum and the minimum stimulation respectively, depending on the concentration of corresponding
growth factors CX (X = G-CSF or X = GM-CSF).
Another application of this function appears in the model of endogenous cytokine production (see section 3.6, 3.7) which is a function of certain cell demands.


rel
Y = ZY CX
(t); Y min , Y nor , Y max , bY
(6)


rel
ZY CX
 max min 


−Y
Y
rel bY


CX
−
ln

Y max −Y nor
Y max − Y max − Y min e
=
for Y min < Y nor < Y max or Y min > Y nor > Y max . (7)


 nor
Y
for Y min = Y nor = Y max
2.5. Amplification Splitting
The (average) amplification rate of a cell can be interpreted as the ratio of cell efflux
and cell influx in steady state caused by cell divisions taking place in the corresponding compartment. But in general while staying in one compartment, this rate
can change. Since the amplification is distributed over the age levels in the compartment, a multiplication of one age group with the full new amplification rate would
lead to an unrealistic, immediate change of compartment size and/or efflux size. To
avoid such an effect, we use a so called amplification splitting. Therefore, influx
and efflux of cells at one compartment will be amplified in a certain ratio, so that the
out
product is the actual over-all amplification (Ain
X (t) · AX (t) = AX (t)). The ratio of
out
Ain
X and AX will be determined by the condition, that the size of the compartment
shall be constant (ĊX = 0) in steady state, and, that under constant amplification,
the size of cell generation with age in ((k − 1) τX , kτX ] with k ∈ N+ , k ≤ nX is
equal to the theoretical size of cell generation obtained from a cell cycle time τX
without any variance (step function).
The major effect of amplification splitting is a delayed reaction of the system
(efflux and compartment size) to changes in amplification rates, in better accordance
to the observed behaviour.
Derivation of Splitting Formula: We assume that the amplification of incoming
cell generations after the time t is a function of the form fX (t) = aebt . In steady
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state it holds, that the integral of amplified influxes over the transit time is equal to
the compartment size:
 nX τX
in
CX
fX (t) dt = CX .
0

If the cell cycle time is without any variance, we would have the theoretical amplification function:

1
for t ∈ (0, τX )




2
for t ∈ (τX , 2τX )
fXtheo (t) = .
..
..


.


 nX −1
2
for t ∈ ((nX − 1) τX , nX τX )
and from the geometrical series we get the relation

in
2nX − 1 τX CX
= CX
which is equivalent to equation (11a) in [WL], p. 59. Hence, it follows for our
amplification function f that:
 nX τX

fX (t) dt = 2nX − 1 τX
0


a  bnX τX
e
− 1 = 2nX − 1 τX .
b
Since this equation should hold for arbitrary cell cycle times it can be concluded
that a = ln 2, b = lnτX2 , consequently,
t

fX (t) = ln 2 · 2 τX .
For t = ατX we determine α so that the theoretical amplification curve is equal to
fX (0 < m ≤ nX , m ∈ N+ ):
ln 2 · 2α = 2m−1
ln ln 2
,
ln 2
 
that is, at time intervals (m − 1) τX , m − 1 − lnlnln22 τX we have an under-esti

mation of amplification and at time intervals m − 1 − lnlnln22 τX , mτX an overestimation of amplification which balance each other on average. Now we have for
the total amplification
⇒

α = m−1−

TX

2 τ X = AX
TX
⇒ τX =
.
ld AX
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In the case of constant compartment size in steady state it shall hold:
in
C = Ain
X CX TX and
 TX
in
C = CX
fX (t) dt


⇒

Ain
X TX = ln 2
=

0

TX

2

ld AX
TX

t

dt

0

TX
(AX − 1) .
ld AX

out
Consequently, we have for Ain
X and AX :
 A −1
X

 ld AX for AX = 0,
in
AX = ln 2
for AX = 1


0
for AX = 0
A
X
for AX = 0
Ain
X
.
Aout
X =
0
for AX = 0

AX = 1
(8)

(9)

The initial and normal values were calculated analogously to equations (8) and (9)
in nor and Aout (0) = Ain nor ).
(Ain
X (0) = AX
X
X
2.6. Division into Subcompartments
The maturation of cells and the transition between maturing compartments is neither a random transition without dependence of cell age like obeying an exponential
distribution nor a strict transition with fixed time delay. More plausible is a unimodal distribution of the transit time like a Gamma-distribution. On the other hand,
the problem of missing data on the variance arises.
In our model we assume in the compartment MGB a Gamma-distribution
of transit time. Therefore, we divide the compartment into N cascaded subcomT
. As
partments with an exponentially distributed transit time with expectation N
a concequence, the transit time of the MGB compartment is Gamma-distributed
2
with expectation T and variance TN .
Proof. More generally, we prove that a cascadation of N exponentially distributed
subcompartments with expectation λ1 yields a Gamma-distributation with expectation Nλ and variance λN2 .
The probability densities in the N subcompartments are:
w1 (t1 ) = λe−λt1
..
.
wN (tN ) = λe−λtN .

We determine the probability density w tg for the over-all compartment, that is,
with transit time t1 + . . . + tN = tg . Therefore, we integrate over the number of
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distribution possibilities of the transit time in single compartments, so that the total
transit time tg results. Since the transit times are stochastically independent, single
densities can be multiplied.




tg

w tg =



0

tg −t1


···

0

· λe

N −2

tg −

ti

λe−λt1 λe−λt2 · . . . · λe−λtN −1

0


 −1 
−λ tg − N
i=1 ti

N −λtg

=λ e

i=1

dtN−1 · · · dt1

αN−1 ,

 t  t −t
 tg −Ni=1−2 ti
dtN−1 · · · dt1 . It holds that αN−1 =
where αN−1 = 0g 0g 1 · · · 0
1
N−1 which can be proven by induction. Obviously, the formula holds for
t
(N−1)! g
N = 2. From the validity for N − 2 we conclude the validity for N − 1:


tg

αN−1 =
0



tg −t1

N −2



tg −

···

0

i=1

ti

dtN−1 · · · dt1 .

0

Substituting t˜ = tg − t1 , it can be derived that:
0  t˜  t˜−t2


αN−1 =

0

tg

N −2



t˜−

···

0

i=2

ti


dtN−1 · · · dt2 d tg − t˜ .

0

Using the proposition of the induction we get:


tg

αN−1 =
0

=

t˜N−2
d t˜
(N − 2)!

tgN−1

(N − 1)!
λN
w (t) =
t N−1 e−λt
(N − 1)!
which is a Gamma-density.
With the special choise λ =
tion T and variance

T2
N

.

N
T

we obtain a Gamma-distribution with expecta


For N = 1 we obtain the limit case of a completely age-independent maturation
process and for N → ∞ a strict deterministic maturation time (“first in first out
kinetic”) T .
Remark. Our method estimates a variance of transit time via the parameter N . The
idea of a division into subcompartments can be traced back to Takahashi ([T1],
[T2]).
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2.7. Postmitotic Apoptosis
We assume the effect of postmitotic depletion in the MGB compartment, which at
first has been postulated in [E], p.68, and has been measured recently in [MAD].
Since the life expectancy of granulocytes is comparatively small, a large number of
cells are degraded by apoptosis while maturing. It has been shown in [CRP et al.]
that G-CSF prolonges the half life of granulocytes in vitro. Therefore, we assume
that with elevated G-CSF serum level, more granulocytes can survive the (also
shortened) maturation process which provides a greater efflux of cells from bone
marrow to blood. In the model this is expressed as a regulated depletion of cells
in MGB depending on the G-CSF serum concentration. This process acts very
short-termed and is denoted as the release of the bone marrow reserve pool.
Even though we fitted the postmitotic apoptosis rate in normal granulopoiesis
to our data obtaining a value of 57.23% (see appendix 1 − Anor
G6 ), this quantity has
been measured recently in [MAD] to be 55% which is a nearly perfect agreement
with our estimate.
However, the half life of peripheral blood granulocytes in vivo is not prolonged
by G-CSF (e.g. [SFBW], p.756), and therefore, it is unaffected by G-CSF in the
model.
3. Model of Human Granulopoiesis
In this chapter, we introduce the equations which prescribe the behaviour of the single compartments. Generally, the differential equations for the compartment sizes
are balance equations of the schematic form
change of compartment size = influx · amplification − efflux − cell loss
In general, the initial values for this initial value problem are normal values (see
chapter 1). The same is true for each other time-dependent quantity (aX , AX , p,
TX ). Parameters are specified in the appendix, except for the toxicity parameters
kX which are specified in chapter 4.
3.1. S
d
aS
CS = (2p − 1) CS
− kS CX CS
dt
τS
aS
CSout = 2 (1 − p) CS
τS

(10)
(11)

The function CX is the characteristic chemotherapy function. Let
{ti } (i = 1, . . . , M) be the time points of administration of cytotoxic drugs after the beginning of chemotherapy in ascending order (ti ∈ N in days). According
to section 1.3 assumption 5, the characteristic chemotherapy function is defined by

1 if ∃i : (t > ti ) ∧ (t − ti ≤ 1)
.
(12)
CX (t) =
0 else
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Initial values: Since p = 21 in steady state, equation 10 does not provide a normal
value. We set CSnor = 1 which is a general normalization of cell numbers. Because
of the linearity of the balance equations with respect to the compartment size and
the fact that the cell number arguments of regulatory functions are also normalized, realistic cell numbers could easily be obtained by an adequat change of this
quantity.
CS (0) = CSnor = 1
CSout (0) = CSout

nor

(13)

=2 1−p


nor

a nor
CSnor S
τS

(14)

3.2. CG


rel
ACG = ZACG CGM−CSF

(15)

d
aCG
− kCG CX CCG
CCG = αG CSout Ain
CG − CCG
dt
TCG
aCG
out
CCG
= CCG Aout
CG
TCG

(16)
(17)

The quantity αG denotes the ratio of stem cells which differentiate into the granulopoietic lineage. We assume αG to be constant. Since we are calculating always
with relative compartment sizes, this constant has no influence on the solution and
can be set to one without any restriction (αG = 1).
Initial values:
nor
CCG (0) = CCG
= CSout

nor

out nor
nor out nor
= CCG
ACG
CCG

nor
aCG
nor
TCG

= CSout

Anor
CG
out nor
out
CCG
(0) = CCG
= CSout

in nor
ACG

nor
TCG
nor
aCG

(18)

nor

nor

Anor
CG

(19)

3.3. PGB


rel
AP GB = ZAP GB CG−CSF

(20)

d
aP GB
out in
CP GB = CCG
AP GB − CP GB
− kP GB CX CP GB
dt
TP GB
aP GB
CPoutGB = CP GB Aout
P GB
TP GB

(21)
(22)

Initial values:
out nor in nor
CP GB (0) = CPnor
AP GB
GB = CCG

TPnor
GB
aPnor
GB

out nor nor
AP GB
CPoutGB (0) = CPoutGBnor = CCG

(23)
(24)
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3.4. MGB
As already mentioned, this compartment is divided into G4, G5 and G6 which
again are divided into NX subcompartments to account for the Gamma-distributed
transit time delay (see section 2.6). In these subcompartments, the effect of postmitotic depletion (see section 2.7) has already been implemented and is denoted
again with A for simplicity.
CMGB = CG4 + CG5 + CG6
out
out
CMGB
= CC6

(25)

nor
nor
nor
nor
= CG4
+ CG5
+ CG6
CMGB (0) = CMGB
out
out nor
out nor
CMGB
= CC6
(0) = CMGB

(27)

(26)

Initial values:

(28)

3.4.1. G4


rel
AG4 = ZAG4 CG−CSF


rel
TG4 = ZTG4 CG−CSF
CG4 =

NG4


CG4 i

(29)
(30)
(31)

i=1

NG4
d
CG4 1 = CPoutGB − CG4 1
− kMGB CX CG4 1
(32)
dt
TG4
d
out
CG4 i = CG4
(i−1)
dt
NG4
−CG4 i
− kMGB CX CG4 i
for i = 2, . . . , NG4 (33)
TG4
NG4
out
CG4
for i = 1, . . . , NG4
(34)
i = AG4 i CG4 i
TG4
out
out
= CG4
(35)
CG4
NG4
Remark. The total postmitotic depletion AG4 ≤ 1 is equally distributed over all
subcompartments in which there is postmitotic depletion, for example, if there is
postmitotic depletion in all subcompartments, it holds that AG4 i = AG4 1/NG4 . In
our model we choose NG4 = 5, the same is true for NG5 , NG6 (see section 3.4.2.,
3.4.3. and appendix).
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Initial values:
nor
CG4 (0) = CG4
=

NG4


nor
CG4
i

(36)

i=1
nor
TG4
NG4
nor
nor
out nor TG4
CG4 i (0) = CG4
=
C
i
G4 (i−1)
NG4
i−1
nor

T
= CPoutGBnor G4
Anor
G4 j
NG4

nor
out nor
CG4 1 (0) = CG4
1 = CP GB

(37)

for i = 2, . . . , NG4

(38)

j =1

out
out nor
nor
nor
CG4
= CG4
i (0) = CG4 i
i AG4 i
out
out
CG4
(0) = CG4

nor

NG4
nor
TG4

for i = 1, . . . , NG4

out nor
= CG4
NG4

(39)
(40)

3.4.2. G5
The corresponding formulas are identical to (29) to (40) if G4 is replaced by G5
and P GB is replaced by G4.
3.4.3. G6
The corresponding formulas are identical to (29) to (40) if G4 is replaced by G6
and P GB is replaced by G5.
3.5. GRA
d
1
out
− CGRA
CGRA = CMGB
dt
TGRA

(41)

Here, we assume that the degradation of granulocytes is an age-independent random
process. Therefore, the transit time parameter T can be understood as the expected
value of the corresponding exponential distribution. The same is true for the degradation mechanisms of the cytokines (see next sections). However, in literature the
concept of half life t1/2 is more common in the context of such processes. With the
relation t1/2 = (ln 2)T one can transform easily between these two quantities.
In some chemotherapies the steroid prednisone is administered as a supportive
therapy. It is well known that prednisone prolonges the half life (and therefore also
the transit time) of granulocytes (see [BAB et al.], [DFW]). We define


nor
P red
TGRA = TGRA
1 + TGRA
P red ,

(42)

P red represents the percentage of prolongation of the transit time and 
where TGRA
P red
is the characteristic function of prednisone administration. According to [DFW],
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it is analogously defined as the characteristic function of chemotherapy (equation
(12)), that is, the prednisone effect stops also one day after administration in our
model.
Initial value:
nor
out nor
CGRA (0) = CGRA
= CMGB
TGRA

(43)

3.6. GM-CSF
The regulation of endogenous production of GM-CSF and G-CSF is not very well
understood [HH]. It is known to be correlated with the demand for mature granulocytes [LRO]. In our production models, we assume that production is a function
of the bone marrow status of granulopoiesis which is an indirect measure of that
quantity.
endo
PGM−CSF


wCG CCG + wP GB CP GB + wG4 CG4 + wG5 CG5 + wG6 CG6
(44)
=Z
nor + w
nor
nor
nor
nor
wCG CCG
P GB CP GB + wG4 CG4 + wG5 CG5 + wG6 CG6
1
d
endo
− CGM−CSF
(45)
CGM−CSF = PGM−CSF
dt
TGM−CSF

The quantities wX are hypothetical weighting factors (see appendix), representing
the influence of each cell stage on the production of GM-CSF. There are no direct
biological data available to support the specific choice of the weighting factors as
well as for the weighting factors for the G-CSF production (see next section). However, these settings were appropriate in our former models of cyclic neutropenia in
dogs and children ([SLJ et al.], [SFL et al.]). We kept these parameters constant to
ensure consistency with these models. A sensitivity analysis also showed, that the
model behaviour is not very sensitive with respect to changes of these quantities.
Initial value:
nor
nor
CGM−CSF (0) = CGM−CSF
= PGM−CSF
TGM−CSF

(46)

3.7. G-CSF

endo
PG−CSF
=Z

w̃G6 CG6 + wGRA CGRA
nor + w
nor
w̃G6 CG6
GRA CGRA



d
1
endo
exo
+ PG−CSF
− CG−CSF
CG−CSF = PG−CSF
dt
TG−CSF

(47)
(48)

Again, the quantities w̃G6 and wGRA are hypothetical weighting factors.
Initial value:
nor
endo nor nor
CG−CSF (0) = CG−CSF
= PG−CSF
TG−CSF

(49)
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exo
The quantity PG−CSF
describes the exogenous influx of administered G-CSF into
exo
the G-CSF compartment PG−CSF
(0) = 0. We construct a simple pharmacokinetic
model of this process. We assume a delayed release of G-CSF from a subcutaneous
compartment, in which the G-CSF has been injected, to the central G-CSF pool
(see figure 1). This delay is realized by two subcompartments sc 1 and sc 2.

d
exo
Csc 1 = −ksc Csc 1 + Csc
dt
d
Csc 2 = ksc (Csc 1 − Csc 2 )
dt
exo
PG−CSF = ksc Csc 2

(50)
(51)
(52)

Initial values:
Csc 1 (0) = 0

(53)

=0
=0

(54)
(55)

Csc 2 (0)
exo
PG−CSF (0)

The constant ksc is an equivalent for a transition delay between subcutaneous and
exo is equivalent to the applied amount
central blood compartment. The function Csc
of G-CSF in the time course of the therapy. Let {t˜i } (i = 1, . . . L) be the time points
of G-CSF administration after the start of the therapy in days (t˜i ≥ 0), then we
obtain
exo
Csc
(t) = dG−CSF

L




Hv t − t˜i − Hv t − t˜i − tinf ,

(56)

i=1

where dG−CSF is an equivalent for the administered dose in relation to the normal
G-CSF serum concentration, tinf is the duration of infusion and “Hv” is the well
known Heaviside function

Hv(t) =

0 :
1 :

t ≤0
.
t >0

Unknown parameters of this pharmacokinetic model (ksc and dG−CSF ) were
obtained by fitting the model to observed G-CSF serum concentrations after G-CSF
administration (see chapter 4).
On the other hand, the degradation of G-CSF is modeled by two independent
processes, an unspecific degradation via kidney (e.g. [WSTW], [FOI et al.]) with
ren
transit time TG−CSF
and a specific degradation via granulocytes itself (e.g. [EGGL],
[SUF et al.]). This is expressed by a dependence of the quantity TG−CSF on the
numbers of blood granulocytes. According to [EGGL], [SUF et al.], we assume a
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direct proportionality of granulocytic G-CSF degradation and numbers of granugra
locytes with factor TG−CSF . Recently, this phenomenologically motivated relation
has been supported by the analysis of the effects of neutrophil elastase. This enzyme
can cleave G-CSF and/or its receptors. Therefore, it seems to be a strong negative
feedback mediator of granulopoiesis. Neutrophil elastase is released by blood neutrophils and therefore, the serum level is correlated to the blood neutrophil number
([HDMA], [EFM et al.]).
From the degradation term


1
1
rel
CG−CSF
−
+ gra
C
ren
TG−CSF
TG−CSF GRA
it can be obtained that
gra

TG−CSF =

ren
nor
TG−CSF
TG−CSF CGRA

(57)

gra

ren
nor
TG−CSF
CGRA + TG−CSF CGRA

which is a quantity depending on t. The last equation yields the initial (normal)
value of TG−CSF which is necessary to calculate (49).
Initial value:
gra

nor
=
TG−CSF (0) = TG−CSF

ren
TG−CSF
TG−CSF
gra

ren
TG−CSF
+ TG−CSF

.

(58)

The relation between the two degradation processes has been chosen in accordance
to [SUF et al.], that is, the main degradation of G-CSF is caused by the granulocytes
themselves.
The half life of G-CSF in patients after high-dose chemotherapy with extremely
low numbers of granulocytes has been directly measured in [SUF et al.] which is a
ren
strong experimental evidence for the value of TG−CSF
(see appendix).
3.8. G
CG = CCG + CP GB + CMGB

(59)

nor
nor
nor
= CCG
+ CPnor
CG (0) = CG
GB + CMGB

(60)

Initial value:

4. Results
4.1. G-CSF Administration in Healthy Volunteers
Data from a continuous administration of G-CSF in healthy volunteers were taken
from the literature ([CPAD], [GRR et al.], [HSS et al.] and [HYT et al.]) and were
used to identify unknown parameters related to G-CSF response (see appendix).
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Fig. 2. Repeated daily rhG-CSF application in healthy volunteers.

To simulate repeated daily G-CSF administration, we assume normal initial
values and set the sequence of G-CSF administration time points {t˜i } equal to the
sequence 0, 1, . . . . We obtain a good fitness of the above data (see figure 2). It is
interesting, that the daily fluctuation of granulocytes caused by the rising and falling G-CSF serum concentration after injection, can be modeled exactly. As one can
read from the figure, we would expect cell count oscillations very early. Leukocyte
counts were collected only once a day at the beginning of the therapy (later twice
a day) and therefore, these oscillations could not be detected by the data before
day 10.
4.2. Simple Pharmacokinetic Model of G-CSF Application
The construction of a detailed pharmacokinetic model was not our primary objective, however, a realistic influx in our G-CSF compartment is desireable to identify
pharmacodynamic parameters.
Data from observed G-CSF serum levels after injection have been taken from
the literature ([BBV et al.]). Since the pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic
behaviour of G-CSF are strictly connected by the assumed degradation mechanism
gra
of G-CSF (see section 3.7), the pharmacokinetic parameters ksc and TG−CSF were
fitted simultaneously to the pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic data, that is
together with the pharmacodynamic parameters (see section 4.1). This has been
done by adding the corresponding fitness functions.
To model the G-CSF serum level data, we are interested in the time dependent
behaviour of the corresponding model compartments after daily G-CSF
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Fig. 3. G-CSF serum levels after repeated daily rhG-CSF injection in healthy volunteers.

administration. The observed G-CSF serum levels could be reproduced by the model
(see figure 3).
One can see, that the peak height of G-CSF serum level decreases slightly.
Since granulocyte numbers increase rapidly with repeated G-CSF administration
(see figure 2), there is a higher degradation of G-CSF at later time points, according to our degradation mechanism via granulocytes (section 3.7). Consequently,
G-CSF serum peaks become smaller at later injections. This is a demonstration of
the strong relationship between pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic properties
of G-CSF.
4.3. Modelling of Chemotherapy and Toxicity Estimates
4.3.1. Prescription of Modeled Chemotherapeutic Regimens
We modeled 10 different chemotherapeutic regimens with different dosing and
timing schedules of G-CSF, prednisone (Pred) and 5 myelotoxic drugs which are
cyclophosphamide (C), doxorubicin (D), vincristine (V), etoposide (E) and procarbazine (P). The drug bleomycin applied in the BEACOPP-regimen has been
neglected, because of expected low myelotoxic potential. The following table provides an overview over the different schemes. The doses of cytotoxic drugs were
given in mg per m2 body surface, except for vincristine, where the dose is given in
mg. The dose for G-CSF is equal in each regimen (300µg if body mass is less than
75kg and 480µg else). The effect of prednisone is considered to be independent
from dose for simplicity. We also provide the number of chemotherapy cycles, the
time period of repetition and the number of patients.
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regimen

G-CSF C

CHOP21
(396 patients)
CHOP14
(393)
CHOEP21
(387)
CHOEP14
(398)
CHOP14
(Ricover, 374)
BEACOPP21
(Basis, 430)
BEACOPP14
(82)
BEACOPP21
(escalated, 399)
highCHOEP21
(79)

-

highCHOEP14
(39)

d4-13
d4-13
d6-12
d8-13
d8-15
d6-13

d6-13

750
d1
750
d1
750
d1
750
d1
750
d1
650
d1
650
d1
1250
d1
750–
1600
d1

D

50
d1
50
d1
50
d1
50
d1
50
d1
25
d1
25
d1
35
d1
50/
27.5–35
d1/
d1-2
750– 50/
1200 27.5–30
d1
d1/
d1-2

V E

P

2
d1
2
d1
2
d1
2
d1
2
d1
2
d8
2
d8
2
d8
2

-

-

Pred

cycle remark

6
d21
6
d1-5 d14
100 6
d1-3
d1-5 d21
100 6
d1-3
d1-5 d14
6/8
d1-5 d14
100 100
8
d1-3 d1-7 d1-14 d21
100 100
8
d1-3 d1-7 d1-8 d14
200 100
8
d1-3 d1-7 d1-14 d21
100- 6
200
d1 d1-3
d1-5 d21
100- 150
d1 d1-3

d1-5

2

6
d1-5

only elderly patients
(≥60 years)
almost only young
patients (<60 years)
only young patients
only young patients
only young patients,
dose-finding trial
only young patients,
dose-finding trial

d14

4.3.2. Assumptions Based on Modelling of Data
The myelotoxic effects of chemotherapy can be modeled by setting the sequences
for chemotherapy, G-CSF and prednisone injections to appropriate values. We start
with normal values except for two cases. In the RICOVER-trial (see section 4.3.1),
patients get a pretherapy with vincristine and prednisone which has been modeled by a simulation starting with this pretherapy. As a result, granulocyte level is
elevated at the beginning of the therapy (see figure 5), according to data.
Patients treated with BEACOPP-regimen (see section 4.3.1) also show elevated
numbers of granulocytes at the beginning of the therapy. This can be understood
by an increased G-CSF serum level in the patients caused by lymphoma activity,
according to the corresponding group of patients. We model this by a small additional influx of G-CSF into the central G-CSF compartment (dG−CSF = 20). Due
to the tumour shrinking caused by chemotherapy, this influx declines linearly to
zero 80 days after beginning of therapy in the model.
We want to point out two additional assumptions. As has been shown in [WKR
et al.], age is a significant prognostic factor for leukopenia. Therefore, we consider
two age strata (≥60 years and <60 years). The elderly patients show a significant
higher toxicity. Since there is no difference in G-CSF reaction of both strata (see
[CPAD]), we expect different toxicity parameters.
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Furthermore, we assume a first cycle effect, i.e. the toxicity of the first cycle of
a multi-cyclic chemotherapy is higher than in further cycles of chemotherapy. The
first cycle effect is considered to (primarily) destroy cells which are more sensitive
to myelotoxic drugs than others. Even though, in data there is no significant difference in toxicity between first and second cycle, this is, in our opinion, an indirect
evidence for the first cycle effect, since the haematopoietic system is not completely
(but sufficiently) recovered at the beginning of the second cycle in contrast to the
situation at the beginning of the first cycle (steady state). Thus, if there would be no
first cycle effect, the myelotoxicity of the second cycle should be higher than that
of the first cycle in contradiction to observation. The first cycle effect is modeled
by a modification of equation (12):


ff c
CX (t) = 1


0

if (t > t1 ) ∧ (t − t1 ≤ 1)
if ∃i > 1 : (t > ti ) ∧ (t − ti ≤ 1)
else

(61)

which is a constant elevation of toxicity to each cell stage in the first cycle of
chemotherapy.
4.3.3. Sensitivity of Parameters and Simulation Based Model Simplification
The question arises whether the toxicity parameters can be estimated separately for
each compartment with a sufficient accuracy. This is in fact not always the case.
Model simulations show that the CG-compartment is almost exhausted quickly
after beginning of chemotherapy. This can be explained by the damaging process
itself and the lower influx from the previous stem cell compartment. Therefore, a
greater value for kCG makes no significant greater damage to CG and the kCG can
be rised ad infinitum without loss of fitness. Figure 4 A and B present the fitness
landscape obtained for the CHOP data, varying only kCG and kP GB . Dark areas
display parameter values with good fitness with less than 10% deviation from the
optimal fit. Such a deviation can hardly be distinguished by eyes if looking at the
data. However, a fitness deviation of 20% can be recognized clearly by eye.
On the other hand, if kCG is too small CG recovers too quickly, that is kCG is
definitely not zero. Hence, we decided to set always
kCG = kS .

(62)

If we do the same analysis with the toxicities kS and kP GB , we obtain a small range
of good parameter values for young patients (see figure 4 C). But in some cases,
especially for elderly patients, the quantity kP GB can be estimated only with a lower
bound (see figure 4 D). On the other hand, the stem cell toxicity kS is always very
sensitive, allowing the determination of a small range of possible values (see next
section). The parameter kMGB has a sensitivity between kS and kP GB . However,
the toxicity parameter kMGB has been set to zero for the drugs C, D and V, since
there is no evidence for a damage of the corresponding cell stage caused by any of
these drugs. Consequently, we fit only two toxicity parameters for these substances.
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Fig. 4. Fitness landscapes of toxicity parameters obtained from fitting the CHOP data.

Furthermore, an important aspect is the duration of the corresponding drug
application, as we find higher sensitivity for parameters related to etoposide or
procarbazine which were applied for 3 and 7 days respectively.
Finally, the order of magnitude of a value for a toxicity parameter influences its
own sensitivity too, since there is a great difference in model reaction at a parameter
range e.g. from 0.01 to 0.1 and there is nearly no difference at a parameter range
e.g. from 0.5 to 100. The last one means practically an almost complete exhaustion
of the corresponding compartment.
4.3.4. Identified Toxicity Parameters
As already mentioned, toxicity parameters for applied chemotherapeutic drugs can
be estimated by fitting the predictions of the model to data of the time course of
granulocytes under application of this drug concentration. Of course, it is desirable
to estimate the toxicity of single drugs, but to address this issue, the corresponding
drug should be administered solitarily or at least in different combinations. Hence,
with our data we are unable to distinguish between toxicity proportions related to
C and D respectively, since these substances were always applied in combination
(see table above). Furthermore, we have data only for the application of drug combinations, so that toxicities for single drugs cannot be estimated by evaluating one
chemotherapeutic regimen.
On the other hand, our assumption 8 (see section 1.3) guarantees that the toxicity
of a drug combination is the sum of the toxicities of single components. Therefore,
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in some cases we are able to identify also the toxicity of single drugs by comparing
different chemotherapeutic regimens.
At first, we describe our fitting procedure in detail. Emphasis is placed on the
fact that parameters keep unchanged in any further steps after determination in one
step:
Step 1. We simultaneously fit the CHOP-data for elderly patients (G-CSF d4-13
and d6-12 (RICOVER)), the pharmacokinetic and the pharmacodynamic data (see
section 4.1 and 4.2) to obtain the missing model parameters described in the previous sections as well as the toxicity parameters kS , kP GB for the drug combination
C750+D50+V2 applied in both CHOP regimens. We also estimate the first cycle
effect for elderly patients (ff c = 1.31) in this step.
Step 2. Using the CHOP data for young patients, we obtain the toxicity parameters
kS , kP GB for the drug combination C750+D50+V2 in this age group as well as the
first cycle effect for young patients (ff c = 1.27) which can be considered to be
equal to that for elderly patients.
Step 3. The CHOEP data can be evaluated to obtain toxicity parameters for E100
which is simply added to the CHOP regimens. This procedure can be done for both
age groups.
Step 4. Data from the high-CHOEP dose-finding trial provide the opportunity to
estimate dose-toxicity functions for the drug combination C+D and the single drug
E in young patients. We assume dose-toxicity functions to be power functions of
the dose based on two parameters. Toxicity parameters obtained in previous steps
have been used to determine one point of the corresponding dose-toxicity functions, and with it, one of the parameters of the dose-toxicity functions. The effect
of vincristine can also be separated by estimating an additive constant (see section
4.3.6. for further details).
Step 5. Toxicity parameters for the drug combinations C650+D25, C1250+D35
and E200 applied in the BEACOPP regimens can be read from the dose-toxicity
functions obtained in step 4.
Step 6. Finally, we evaluate the BEACOPP data to estimate the toxicity for P100.
Consequently, we fitted 15 toxicity parameters, including the parameters for
the dose-toxicity functions, to model the 9 regimens for young patients. We fitted
only 5 toxicity parameters for elderly patients to model the 5 regimens enclosing
this age group (see table in section 4.3.1).
The results are demonstrated in the next table. In parenthesis we identify possible ranges of parameters which yield at most 10% deviation from the fitness
optimum. We do this only for the first two steps of our fitting procedure, since
further parameter ranges depend on the identified optimal values in subsequent
adaptions.
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drug or
kS
drug combination young

kS
elder

kP GB
young

kP GB
elder

kMGB
young

kMGB
elder

C750+D50+V2

0.1951
(0.185–0.198)
no data
no data
0.0050
(0.004–
0.008)
no data
no data
no data

0.098
(0.06–0.1)
0.024
0.024
0.19
(0.06–0.7)

0.5
(>0.15)
no data
no data
1
(>0.6)

0.3
0.073
0.024

no data
no data
no data

0.0
(set)
0.0
0.0
0.002
(0.001–
0.0035)
0.016
0.0
0.001

0.0
(set)
no data
no data
0.005
(0.0025–
0.008)
no data
no data
no data

C650+D25
C1250+D35
E100
E200
V2
P100

0.1775
(0.17–0.185)
0.1229
0.2139
0.0030
(0.000–
0.007)
0.0030
0.0385
0.0063

The identified parameters allow some clinically relevant conclusions. The higher
myelotoxicity of elderly patients can be explained by a higher sensitivity to chemotherapeutic drugs (higher specific toxicity parameters), instead of a weaker reaction
to G-CSF, according to [CPAD]. All other parameters of granulopoiesis have been
kept constant in both age groups.
Cyclophosphamide (in combination with doxorubicin) shows a high damaging
potential to stem cells according to the literature (e.g. [LS]), but we would expect
a low damaging potential to proliferating blasts.
On the other hand, etoposide shows the opposite behaviour, that is, low stem
cell toxicity and high toxicity to proliferating blasts. This conforms with current
pharmacological knowledge as well (e.g. [ZHK et al.]).
For vincristine we estimated only a small contribution to toxicity which is also
a clinical observation.
4.3.5. Simulation Results
In this section we present the simulation results for the various chemotherapy regimens obtained with the estimated set of toxicity parameters.
First we compare the results for young and elderly patients with respect to the
same regimen (see figure 5). Further examples can be found in [ESL]. We obtain
a good fit for each data set. The higher myelotoxicity of elderly patients, which
is indicated by a lower nadir number of WBC (white blood cells), can easily be
recognized. Accordingly, the corresponding model curves show a lower minimium
caused by the higher toxicity parameters.
The model curve for the CHOP14 (Ricover)-regimen is interesting, since this
regimen is essentially the same as the original CHOP14 but with a different GCSF scheduling. The only change of model parameters with respect to CHOP14
(elderly patients) is the different G-CSF application time interval and the modelling
of prednisone pretherapy (see of section 4.3.2.). As one can see, this regimen can be
modeled with sufficient accuracy. The prednisone pretherapy causes the beginning
of the model curve to be situated at an elevated WBC-level, according to data.
Next, we estimate dose-toxicity functions for the drug combination C+D and
the drug E by evaluating data from the dose escalated high-CHOEP regimen in 21
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Fig. 5. Comparison between the two age strata of CHOP 14 (G-CSF on day 4 to 13) and
CHOP 14 (G-CSF on day 6 to 12 with only elderly patients).

Fig. 6. high-CHOEP regimen, model and data.

and 14 days intervals (see figure 6). Details of this procedure are given in the next
section. Using the obtained dose-toxicity functions, we can estimate the toxicity
of the drug doses of C+D and E applied in the BEACOPP regimens. With these
results, we are able to estimate the toxicity for P by fitting the BEACOPP data
(see figure 7, further figures see [ESL]). Finally, notice that the normalized fitness
values, which are the values of the fitness function divided by the number of cycles,
are essentially the same (about 30 for the CHO(E)P regimens young and elder, 65
for the BEACOPP regimens and 50 for the high-CHOEP regimens). That is, each
regimen is described by our model with nearly the same accuracy. This indicates
that the fitness function described in section 1.4 prevents over- or underfitting of
the data even with different levels of uncertainty, as expressed by standard error.
This is illustrated nicely in the high-CHOEP data. It seems that the peaks of the
leukocyte counts are not always reached by the model curves. But, there are higher
standard errors in the data, caused by a smaller number of participants in the trial
and the inhomogeneity of the applied dose levels. Our fitness function takes the
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Fig. 7. BEACOPP escalated regimen, model and data.

standard errors into account and one obtains that the normalized fitness value for the
high-CHOEP regimen is as good as for example that for the BEACOPP escalated
trial which had a much greater number of participants and smaller standard errors.
4.3.6. Dose-Toxicity Functions
The high-CHOEP dose-finding trial is based on a strategy of dose escalation and
reduction of the chemotherapeutic drugs applied in the CHOEP regimen, with the
aim of estimating tolerable doses with respect to haematotoxicity. Consequently,
the administered doses of drugs could change heavily between patients as well
as between cycles of one and the same patient. The doses can be changed within
the range of 5 prescribed dose levels (from level 4 (highest) to level 0 (standard
CHOEP)).
To model this situation, we assume that each patient gets the median dose level
of the corresponding cycle. For the high-CHOEP21 regimen we obtain the median
dose level sequence 4, 3, 3, 3, 3, 2 and for the high-CHOEP14 regimen the dose
level sequence 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1.
Furthermore, we assume that the toxicity parameters k satisfy
γ

k = βDCX ,

(63)

where DCX is the dose of the corresponding drug administered on a single day,
β is a proportionality factor and γ can be interpreted as the strength of toxicity
increment by increased doses.
As already pointed out, it is not possible to distinguish between toxicity related
to C and D, therefore, we consider the dose-toxicity function of C+D only to be
a function of the dose of C. Since these two drugs are escalated and reduced in a
similar relation, this could be an appropriate way out. On the other hand, from this
setting it follows that the obtained toxicity function is at least an upper bound of
the toxicity function of single C.
The constants β and γ were fitted. Thereby, in order to reduce the number
of parameters, we use the point which already had been obtained from modelling
the CHOEP data as fixed points of the functions. Vincristine is always given at a
constant dose which can be modeled by an additive constant to the dose-toxicity
functions.
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Fig. 8. Dose-toxicity functions for etoposide and cyclophosphamide+doxorubicin.

The simulation results have been shown in the preceding section, here, we want
to present the results for the obtained dose-toxicity functions (see figure 8). One
can see again that the damaging potential of etoposide to stem cells remains low,
even if the dose of etoposide is increased. On the other hand, the toxicity to more
mature cells clearly increases with a higher dose. The drug combination cyclophosphamide+doxorubicin shows the opposite behaviour. To quantify the functions in
figure 8, we provide a table of the corresponding parameters.

parameter
etoposide
cyclophosphamide/
doxorubicin

S
β
γ
β
γ

PGB
−3

2.9·10
4.3·10−3
5.08·10−4
8.474·10−1

MGB
−2

1.1·10
6.15·10−1
2.4·10−2
1.5·10−5

1.8·10−9
3.015
0
-

4.4. Model Response to Single Short Perturbations
After having identified all parameters for our model, we can discuss some aspects
of the dynamical behaviour of the model.
First we study the effect of a single G-CSF application to the bone marrow cell
stages and the circulating granulocytes. We model a single influx of G-CSF (dose
as it is in the chemotherapeutic regimens) at t = 0 (see figure 9): One can recognize that the GRA compartment enlarges quickly caused by the G-CSF triggered,
increased release of mature granulocytes from the bone marrow (see section 2.7).
On the other hand, the GRA compartment is diminished quickly after stimulation
because of the fast degradation of G-CSF and the short half life of granulocytes.
Since amplification in P GB is stimulated by G-CSF, this compartment is also
enlarged. Caused by a lower demand of differentiated cells, stem cells increase
their self-renewal probability, and with it, their total number.
Typical system behaviour is an over-compensating of abnormal state variables
which leads to a (damped) oscillation of the compartment sizes while approaching
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Fig. 9. Model behaviour after single G-CSF application with respect to steady state values.

the steady state. But this behaviour is strongly related to identified parameters. That
is, for example, an increment of transit times in MGB to pathological values can
lead to stable oscillations of the system as has been modeled in [SFL et al.].
Next we want to study the system behaviour after selective damage of isolated
cell stages. Therefore, we either damage only stem cells (one day with kS = 0.1,
see figure 10, A) or only proliferating blasts (one day with kP GB = 0.1), both at
t = 0.
Figure 10 illustrates the different reaction of the system to these two damaging mechanisms. Despite a strong depletion of stem cells at the first scenario, the
P GB compartment starts to grow. The reason for this is that the CG compartment
increases the proliferative fraction in a short term to compensate the expected loss of
feeding by the depleted stem cell compartment. As a consequence, the efflux from
this compartment increases in the first instance which increases the influx into the
P GB compartment. The GRA compartment practically reflects the P GB compartment with a time delay due to the MGB compartment which is also a typical
behaviour of this system in case of self-regulation after a single disturbance.
However, the second scenario shows a different behaviour. The strong depletion of the P GB compartment forces the stem cell compartment to decrease the
self-renewal probability in order to produce more differentiated cells. This leads
to a shrinking of the stem cell pool but also to a quick recovery of the P GB
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Fig. 10. Model behaviour after cytotoxic drug administration, figure A: only stem cell damage, figure B: only damage to proliferating blasts.

compartment. Again, the GRA compartment is a time delayed reflection of the
P GB compartment. In contradiction to a pure stem cell damage, here, the GRA
compartment starts to shrink a certain time after the P GB damage.
Of course, a real drug generally damages both cell stages and the reaction of
the system is a superposition of the above effects. But, as has been shown, the
behaviour of the granulocyte compartment resulting from the application of such
a drug can provide information which allows for a distinction between S-toxicity
and PGB-toxicity.
4.5. Model Predictions
In this section, we demonstrate how our model can be used to support planning of
a new regimen. One criterion to accomplish is clinical feasibility.
Generally, the regimen should result in tolerable haematotoxicity at least with
respect to leukocyte count. Clinically, one can define several quantities to validate
this criterion. First, the AOC-value is the area between the normalized (to 7000
µl −1 ) time course of leukocytes and the line 4/7 which is defined as the upper
bound for a clinical leukopenia (corresponding to 4000 µl −1 ). This quantity is
a measure for the duration and severity of leukopenia and should be as small as
possible. Second, the duration of leukopenia (DoL) should be small. Thirdly, the
minimum leukocyte count (MLC) should not drop below a certain level. Finally,
the system should be sufficiently recovered on the day of planned continuation of
the therapy, therefore, the minimal recovery value (MRV) after a completed cycle
should also not drop below an appropriate level.
With our model, these quantities can be determined after modelling the corresponding regimen and evaluating the solution for the GRA compartment. However,
these quantities are only predictions for the population median and it is not clear,
which clinical consequences can be drawn from given absolute values. Therefore,
we always compare the quantities calculated for hypothetical regimens with the corresponding ones obtained for the established CHOEP14 regimen, which is known
to be rather toxic but feasible for most patients ([PTK2 et al.]), and, request that
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new regimens should not be more toxic than this one. We restrict ourselves to the
young age group. The next table shows the results from our analysis.

regimen
G-CSF

6×CHOEP14
d4-13

6×CHOP14
none

6×CHOP10
d4-9

6×CHOP10
d2-10

6×CHOP11
d5-10

AOC ([d])
DoL ([h])
MRV ([µl −1 ])
MLC ([µl −1 ])

3.0
390
6100
1900

15
1400
2200
1000

4.9
520
4300
1500

6.1
580
4800
1400

2.0
340
6100
2400

With the help of these model predictions, some relevant questions in the context of
clinical trials can be discussed.
A question could be if it is possible to safely apply the CHOP regimen with a
cycle duration of 14 days (CHOP14) without any supportive G-CSF administration.
The answer is likely to be negative, since this regimen is estimated to be much more
toxic than CHOEP14 if we compare the third with the second column of the above
table (see also figure 11).
Secondly, one could ask if a further time intensification, that is a further shortening of cycle duration, is possible for the CHOP regimen with G-CSF. We simulate a
CHOP10 regimen with G-CSF on day 4 to 9. Comparing the second with the fourth
column of our table, we can see that this regimen is more toxic than the CHOEP14
regimen but not as toxic as a CHOP14 without G-CSF.
Therefore, one could try to reduce the toxicity in the CHOP10, G-CSF d4-9 regimen by a prolongation of the G-CSF application. But after simulating CHOP10
with G-CSF on day 2 to 10 (fifth column), we obtain that this regimen is even
more toxic than the CHOP10 with G-CSF on day 4 to 9. This illustrates that the
rule “much helps much” is not true in the context of G-CSF application. The main
reason for this behaviour is the early loss of the bone marrow reserve pool (see also
section 2.7). If G-CSF is applied, the postmitotic apoptosis process will be reduced
and the maturation process is accelerated which leads to the release of a greater
number of mature bone marrow cells. This results in a very short-termed increment
of peripheral neutrophils which can also be recognized in figure 5 for the CHOP14
with G-CSF on day 4-13. Ideally, this release takes place in time of demand, but one
has to make a trade-off between exploiting the reserve pool, which also becomes
smaller after the beginning of the therapy caused by insufficient supply from earlier
cell stages, and, stimulating earlier cell stages just in time, which is necessary for
neutrophil recovery.
Since CHOP10 is probably not safe enough, the question arrises if it is possible to shorten the cycle duration for the CHOP regimen at least up to 11 days.
Evaluating the last column of our table one can see that with G-CSF application on
day 5 to 10, this regimen should be safe. It is estimated to be even less toxic than
CHOEP14 (see also figure 11). Finally, we want to estimate how a CHOP21 with
G-CSF support can be safely dose-escalated for young patients. Therefore, we use
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Fig. 11. Comparison of hypothetical regimens with established CHOEP14 based on model
calculation, dashed line is upper bound for leukopenia (4000 µl −1 ).

our dose-toxicity functions for cyclophosphamide and assume a G-CSF application
on day 6 to 13 like in the high-CHOEP trials. We obtain functions for our clinical
relevant quantities with respect to applied cyclophosphamide dose (see figure 12).
We would expect excessive toxicity if cyclophosphamide is applied on a dose above
2300 mg · m−2 . If we claim that the MRV is at least 2500 µl −1 , which is often used
as a criterion for therapy continuation, we would estimate that about 2000 mg · m−2
is an upper bound for cyclophosphamide application. But of course, this depends
on our special G-CSF scheduling.
5. Discussion and Outlook
Our objective was to build a computational model of human granulopoiesis to
be applicable to polychemotherapy. We constructed a physiological compartment
model to calculate the time course of single identifiable bone marrow cell stages as
well as blood cytokine and granulocyte levels after certain disturbances such as chemotherapy. We used a differential equation approach which seems to us appropriate
in the context of our objective. The model includes self-regulating mechanisms of
the granulopoietic system, describes the effects of G-CSF and steroid applications
and the toxic effects of chemotherapeutic drugs as well. To our knowledge, such
a model has not been published in the literature so far. A model based on partial
differential equations has been proposed recently to simulate the recovery of gran-
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Fig. 12. Estimating clinical quantities for a hypothetical high-CHOP21 regimen with G-CSF
on day 6 to 13.

ulopoiesis after high-dose chemotherapy with stem cell transplantation which is
not addressed in our paper ([ORKG]).
The basic model structure and regulatory mechanisms of our model were taken
from a corresponding model for mice. Since bone marrow data of humans can
hardly be obtained, we evaluated peripheral leukocyte counts after application of
G-CSF in healthy volunteers, data from large clinical trials and G-CSF pharmacokinetic data to determine unknown model parameters by fitting the predictions of
our model to these data. Some of the fitted parameters show a very good agreement
with recently measured biological equivalents, such as the normal apoptosis rate
in MGB and the amplification in P GB (see appendix). On the other hand, displacements between fitted transit times of single MGB subcompartments (G4-G6)
could be possible (see appendix). We obtained a consistent parameter set, such that
all evaluated data can be reproduced by our model with sufficient accuracy.
We constructed a simple pharmacokinetic model of G-CSF based on a delayed
influx into the blood after injection and two degradation mechanisms, an unspecific
elimination via the kidney and a specific elimination via the granulocytes themselves which both are assumed to be first order kinetics. With it, G-CSF serum
concentrations after injections into healthy volunteers could be reproduced. On
the other hand, the different pharmacokinetics of novel derivates of G-CSF (e.g.
SD/01) keeps unmodeled and is a further objective of our group. In our opinion
it is not possible to build a pure pharmacokinetic model of G-CSF without any
consideration of its pharmacodynamics, since these properties are strongly linked
by the specific degradation mechanism and the G-CSF triggered granulocytosis.
The influence of chemotherapy has been modeled by an instantaneous depletion
of cell stages. We assumed a first order kill mechanism which stops after one day.
These are rather rough simplifications, since one would expect for example not a
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constant kill over time but a diminishing destruction of cells, because of decreasing drug concentrations. On the other hand, for the model recovery dynamics it is
more important how many cells are left over after application which can simply
be expressed by our toxicity parameters. We assumed no interactions between the
cytotoxic drugs, since most of the drugs applied in the regimens considered have
different modes of action and act on different stages of the cell cycle or are cell
cycle independent ([FP]).
The toxic effects can be quantified by fitting the toxicity parameters to available
data. The values of these quantities are measures for the toxic potential of the corresponding drugs or drug combinations to the considered cell stages. Parameters
could be obtained for combinations of 5 different chemotherapeutic drugs (cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, etoposide, procarbazine and vincristine) as well as for
single drugs (etoposide, procarbazine, vincristine). The conclusions which can be
drawn from the estimated values show a good agreement with clinical observations. On the other hand, we were not always able to assign toxicity parameters to
each cell stage. In all cases, the toxicity to CG could be estimated at most with a
lower bound because of the strong cell reduction in that compartment, therefore, we
assumed it to be equal to the toxicity to S. Sometimes, we had the same problem for
the toxicity to P GB. Furthermore, toxicities of different drugs administered at the
same time can hardly be seperated, since only a cumulative toxicity is observable.
Shifts between the estimated values for toxicity parameters of different drugs but
for the same cell stage could be possible in that case. But as a result from our
fitting procedure, the data from 10 different chemotherapeutic regimens could be
reproduced with our model.
We could explain the higher myelotoxicity of elderly patients by higher values for the toxicity parameters rather than by different granulopoiesis parameters,
according to literature ([CPAD]). However, this explanation is not straightforward,
since higher estimates for toxicity parameters can have different reasons such as
metabolic or pharmacokinetic differences. There are also further risk factors (gender, tumour related factors, health status) which are known to be of significance for
myelotoxicity (see [WKR et al.]). In order to provide individually optimal treatments, it could be useful to estimate toxicity parameters with respect to these risk
factors. We will address this issue in our further work.
The data from dose-finding trials offer a possibility to estimate dose-toxicity functions for drugs and drug combinations. We estimated two such relations
(for etoposide and cyclophosphamide+doxorubicin). Since cyclophosphamide and
doxorubicin are applied in combination, we cannot distinguish between toxicity
related to these drugs. Therefore, the dose-toxicity function in the latter case is
based on the assumption of similiar toxicity increments for both cyclophosphamide and doxorubicin dose escalations.
Some further assumptions had been made to model the chemotherapeutic regimens. We assume a first cycle effect which we estimated to be about 30% more
toxic with respect to toxicity parameters than further cycles of the therapy. Without this assumption, by our model the myelotoxicity of the first cycle would be
under-estimated in comparison to data. We believe that the biological background
of the first cycle effect may be lymphoma related. This kind of tumour is cytokine
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releasing and hence makes haematopoiesis somewhat more sensitive to the first
treatment.
We neglected the toxicity of bleomycin in the BEACOPP regimens. We assumed
equal G-CSF application for each patient with respect to one regimen. Dosage as
well as time scheduling are considered to be constant, that is, exceptions from the
trial protocol had been neglected. This simplification should be appropriate in every
regimen, perhaps except for the BEACOPP escalated regimen ([ELS et al.], [PTK1
et al.], [PTK2 et al.], [WKR et al.]). Similiarly, dose reductions forced by intolerable haematotoxicity had been neglected. But only in the BEACOPP escalated
regimen standard dose reductions took place up to a bigger extent ([ELS et al.]).
Our model analysis showed that one could distinguish between stem cell toxicity and toxicity to P GB only by evaluating the peripheral blood granulocytes.
Furthermore, the model provides an insight into the bone marrow dynamics after
such damages.
Finally, we demonstrated how our model could be used as a tool for the planning
of new chemotherapeutic regimen in yet untested dosing and timing schedules to
predict the myelotoxic potential and to optimize the administration of G-CSF in
that issue. This method is not restricted to lymphomas. It is our future objective to
model other chemotherapies of other diseases with the same approach.
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A. Appendix: Parameter Settings
We skip toxicity parameters in this part, since we have already diskussed them in
chapter 4. Not regulated quantities are specified with single normal values.
A.1. S

parameter/quantity

value

source

τS
pδ
aSmin
aSnor
aSint
aSmax
ϑE
ϑG
ωS
ωG
ωE

8h
0.1
0.01
0.15
0.45
1
−2
−8
1
0.1
0.3

[WL], p. 70
”
”
”
”
”
”
”
”
”
”
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A.2. CG

parameter/quantity

value

source

min
aCG
nor
aCG
int
aCG
max
aCG
Amin
CG
Anor
CG
Amax
CG
bACG
nor
TCG

0.3
0.33
0.66
1
1
64
333
0.4
112h

[WL], p. 71
”
”
”
set
[SFBW]
fitted
”
[SFBW]

parameter/quantity

value

source

aPnorGB
Amin
P GB
Anor
P GB
Amax
P GB
bAP GB
TPnor
GB

1
4
32
330
0.27
148h

[WL], p. 73
set
[PCD], [SFBW]
”
fitted
[SFBW]

parameter/quantity

value

source

NG4
Anor
G4
min
TG4
nor
TG4
max
TG4
bTG4

5
1
60h
51h
1h
0.845

set
”
”
fitted
”
”

A.3. PGB

A.4. MGB
A.4.1. G4
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A.4.2. G5

parameter/quantity

value

source

NG5
Anor
G5
min
TG5
nor
TG5
max
TG5
bTG5

5
1
100h
92h
46h
0.845

set
”
”
fitted
”
”

A.4.3. G6

parameter/quantity

value

source

NG6
Amin
G6
Anor
G6
Amax
G6
bAG6
min
TG6
nor
TG6
max
TG6
bTG6

5
0.01
0.4277
1
1.52
140h
22h
20h
0.845

set
”
fitted, [MAD]
set
fitted
set
fitted
”
”

A.5. GRA

parameter/quantity

value

source

nor
TGRA
P red
TGRA

5h
0.66

[SFBW]
[DFW]

M. Scholz et al.

A.6. GM-CSF

parameter/quantity

value

source

max
PGM−CSF
nor
PGM−CSF
min
PGM−CSF
bPGM−CSF
TGM−CSF
wCG
wP GB
wG4
wG5
wG6

0.91h−1
1h−1
310h−1
1.7
2h
1
1
1
1
0.2

fitted
normalization
fitted
”
set
”
”
”
”
”

parameter/quantity

value

source

max
PG−CSF
nor
PG−CSF
min
PG−CSF
bPGM−CSF
ksc
dG−CSF
tinf
ren
TG−CSF
gra
TG−CSF
w̃G6
wGRA

0.97h−1
1h−1
410h−1
0.33
0.75
5.6 · 106
2min
20h
2.8h
0.2
1

fitted
normalization
fitted
”
”
”
set
fitted, [SUF et al.]
fitted
set
”

A.7. G-CSF

Remarks:
1. The amplification in P GB has been fitted, but now the data in [PCD] can be
reproduced. Hence, we assume one additional mitosis in steady state and only
three to four additional mitoses under G-CSF stimulation in comparison to
[SFBW].
ren
2. The parameters Anor
G6 and TG−CSF have also been fitted but show a very good
agreement with the literature ([MAD], [SUF et al.] regarding the relation between half life and transit time).
nor , T nor and T nor is equal to the sum of these
3. The sum of the quantities TG4
G6
G5
quantities estimated in [SFBW] and in accordance to [PCD]. Due to the fact,
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that the total transit time of cells through MGB has a much lesser uncertainty
than the transit times of the subcompartments G4, G5 and G6, we fixed the sum
but adjusted the single terms of the sum. The same is true for the corresponding
min- and max-values ([LBO et al.], [PCD]), but, displacements between the
contributions of G4, G5 and G6 to the sum of these quantities are possible.
4. We have chosen 5 subcompartments for each of the compartments G4, G5, and
G6. From section 2.6 it follows that with this setting and under steady state
conditions, the variances of the transit times have been estimated to be 500h2 ,
1700h2 and 100h2 respectively (rounded values).
5. Even though, the sensitivity parameter for the transit time has been fitted, it is
assumed to be equal in every subcompartment of MGB to reduce the number
of unknown parameters.
6. Generally, data for Y min -quantities have a greater uncertainty, since these values
are hardly underpinned with measurements.

